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This essay considers the tension between political liberalism and gender equality in the light of social construction and multiculturalism. The tension is exemplified by the work of Martha Nussbaum, who tries to reconcile a belief in the universality of certain liberal values such as gender equality with a political liberal tolerance for cultural practices that violate gender equality. The essay distinguishes between first- and second-order conceptions of autonomy, and shows that political liberals mistakenly prioritise second-order autonomy. This prioritisation leads political liberals to seek to limit state interference in individuals’ choices. However, the essay argues that if options, choices and the preferences which lead to them are socially influenced or constructed, it is no longer clear that state non-interference secures autonomy. Instead, it becomes a matter of justice what the content of the social or state influence is, which options are open to people, and political liberalism cannot deal with many forms of injustice. Rather than emphasising state neutrality, liberals should endorse state prohibition of practices which cause significant harm to those who choose them, if they are chosen only in response to unjust norms.

Why aren’t liberals willing to liberate? Increasingly, contemporary liberals such as Brian Barry and Martha Nussbaum are happy to criticise oppressive practices, wherever in the world they occur. These liberals, however, stop short of advocating state action to lessen the oppression resulting from those practices, claiming that the state cannot intervene in matters of substantive morality. As a result, such liberals condemn many individuals to oppressive and non-autonomous lives. This essay seeks to
understand how liberal conceptions of universal autonomy can be so selective in their application, and to rectify that selectivity. In particular, it focuses on the problems caused by political liberalism’s prioritisation of what I call ‘second-order autonomy’.

Generally, political liberals want to protect individuals’ freedom of choice, even if it is used to choose things that are harmful to the choosing individual. For example, Rawls places great store by individuals’ ability to frame, revise and pursue their conception of the good. For Rawls, this sort of choice is so important that it underpins the lexical priority given to the equal basic liberty principle in *A Theory of Justice*. In *Political Liberalism* and *The Law of Peoples* Rawls continues and strengthens this emphasis on choice, entrenching individuals’ right to choose to live what we might otherwise think of as non-liberal ways of life. Thus in *The Law of Peoples* Rawls rejects the idea that comprehensive liberal principles of justice ought to apply globally, with a global difference principle regulating the international distribution of wealth and the equal basic liberties applying to all. Instead, he argues, non-liberal yet decent hierarchies must be tolerated by liberal states – a position that is justified at least in part by reference to other peoples’ ability to choose different, non-liberal ways of life.

I want to argue, though, that a truly liberal project must take account of two aspects of social construction. The first aspect of social construction is the way in which individuals and their preferences are formed by social forces, so that who people are and what they want are affected by their social context. The second aspect of social construction, and the one focused on in this paper, is the fact that individuals’ options are constrained by social norms – some of which are harmful or epitomise inequality. As such, the options available to people, or the options which are most appropriate for people to choose, may have negative implications for the individual’s equality and freedom. As a result of these two aspects of social construction, political liberalism is not well placed to secure liberal justice.

In this essay, I extend my argument through analysis of the recent work of Martha Nussbaum. Nussbaum’s approach is useful and interesting as it combines a commitment to Rawlsian political liberalism with a critique of harmful social norms and an awareness of social construction. As such, I take as my starting-point the notion that Nussbaum’s work is an improvement on alternative politically liberal accounts, and that it will not be a solution to the problems I highlight to abandon her distinct contributions and return to a more standard Rawlsian approach. However, as I shall show, Nussbaum’s political liberalism prevents her from making good the
promise of her work on social construction and the injustice of social norms. Much of what is valuable about the latter aspect of her work, moreover, undermines or directly contradicts her insistence on political liberalism. In general, political liberalism is peculiarly ill equipped to deal with injustices resulting from culture and choice as it abandons significant areas of justice to be determined by individuals’ choices.

**Autonomy and Political Liberalism**

To begin with, let me highlight the aspect of political liberalism that I think is most problematic in the light of the two aspects of social construction. Political liberalism, according to Nussbaum, is characterised by prioritisation of what I call ‘second-order autonomy’.

Nussbaum contrasts her political liberalism with the comprehensive liberalism of John Stuart Mill, Joseph Raz and Susan Moller Okin. For these comprehensive liberals, Nussbaum argues, autonomy is a general good for all humans: ‘liberal values of autonomy and dignity pervade the fabric of the body politic’ and ‘the fostering of personal autonomy [is] an appropriate goal of the state’ (1999b: 108). Nussbaum argues that her position, in contrast, allows people to live nonautonomous lives, for autonomy may be counter to their conception of the good, particularly if that conception is religious. Thus the political liberal endorses the idea that ‘each citizen as citizen is an equal chooser of ends’, but ‘she carefully refrains from asserting that nonautonomous lives are not worth leading’ (ibid.: 110). Nussbaum’s argument on this point follows Rawls, who writes:

```
Full autonomy is achieved by citizens: it is a political and not an ethical value. By that I mean that it is realized in public life by affirming the political principles of justice and enjoying the protections of the basic rights and liberties; it is also realized by participating in society’s public affairs and sharing in its collective self-determination over time. This full autonomy of political life must be distinguished from the ethical values of autonomy and individuality, which may apply to the whole of life, both social and individual, as expressed by the comprehensive liberalisms of Kant and Mill. Justice as fairness affirms this contrast: it affirms political autonomy for all but leaves the weight of ethical autonomy to be decided by citizens severally in light of their comprehensive doctrines. (Rawls 1993: 77–8; 2001: 156).
```
The question which then arises is whether a nonautonomous life must be autonomously chosen if it is to be acceptable to the political liberal.

In order to clarify this question it is necessary to investigate the complex concept of autonomy further. ‘Autonomy’ has been used in a great many different ways by different philosophers (see Dworkin 1988: 5–6 for some examples) and some distinctions are needed. For my purposes, it will be necessary to distinguish three concepts: negative freedom, and what I will call first- and second-order autonomy. The first concept, negative freedom, is familiar though contested. Its nuances are not crucial in this context; the basic idea of negative freedom is a lack of interference from others or, to be more specific, a lack of coercion (Berlin 1984; Hayek 1960). The second and third concepts I term two orders of autonomy. Second-order autonomy applies to the manner in which an individual comes to have a particular way of life or comprehensive conception of the good. One is second-order autonomous if one actively and willingly chooses one’s way of life free from compulsion or influence which would obscure that choice. Thus Rawls’ defence of individuals’ moral power ‘to have, to revise, and rationally to pursue a conception of the good’ (Rawls 2001: 19) can be thought of as a defence of second-order autonomy: individuals must be able to lead the way of life that they choose for themselves. First-order autonomy applies to one’s attitude to the rules and norms which are part of a way of life. One is first-order autonomous if one leads a daily life in which one questions rules and norms and actively chooses how to respond to them. One may be autonomous and follow rules, but only if one considers the rule and decides that it is a good rule to follow. One is autonomous if one is governed by rules that one sets for oneself or endorses for oneself. This conception of autonomy has many followers, as Gerald Dworkin points out:

As a moral notion – shared by philosophers as divergent as Kant, Kierkegaard, Nietzsche, Royce, Hare, and Popper – the argument is about the necessity or desirability of individuals choosing or willing or accepting their own moral code. We are all responsible for developing and criticizing our moral principles, and individual conscience must take precedence over authority and tradition (Dworkin 1988: 10–11).

The distinction between first-order autonomy and negative liberty, though necessary for analytical clarity, can introduce confusion. Consider the question, for example, of whether life in a convent or army
is autonomous. Clearly, if it is chosen, army or convent life is compatible with second-order autonomy. Equally clearly, such lives entail great constraints on negative liberty. The position regarding first-order autonomy, however, is ambiguous. Depending on the nun or soldier’s attitude to the rules of the institution, first-order autonomy may or may not be present. If she endorses all the rules, then she will obey them with first-order autonomy, even though her liberty is constrained. However, on the reasonable assumption that the nun or soldier has to obey at least some rules which she finds problematic, both first-order autonomy and negative liberty are limited.

This issue is important and will be returned to. For now, though, assume that at least some of the rules of a convent or army are not endorsed by its members, so that the lack of negative freedom about which rules to obey leads to a lack of first-order autonomy. With this assumption in mind, consider four distinct logically possible scenarios (Figure 1).

We can describe the four scenarios as follows:

1. I live an autonomous life which I have autonomously chosen. For example, a philosopher who has decided to live a life of constant questioning.
2. I live an autonomous life which I have not autonomously chosen. For example, an individual in a comprehensively liberal society which prohibits first-order non-autonomous forms of life such as military or convent life, or a child in a progressive school who is forced to think for herself and to question her surroundings.

3. I live a non-autonomous life which I have autonomously chosen. For example, an individual who, with no second-order autonomy-threatening social pressure, chooses to follow a restrictive religion or to join a convent or the army.

4. I live a non-autonomous life which I have not autonomously chosen. For example, an individual in a fundamentalist religious country, such as Afghanistan under the Taliban.

Both political and comprehensive liberals will clearly endorse or at least allow case 1. Cases 2 and 3 are more difficult, and are directly opposed in some circumstances. For example, a woman who wants, under second-order autonomy, to enter a convent in which she has no first-order autonomy (case 3), will be unable to do so in a society which prohibits convent life on first-order autonomy grounds (case 2). In such a case, then, liberals who value autonomy will have to make a choice between first- and second-order autonomy: which is worthy of state protection?

Nussbaum makes a number of statements in direct support of case 3, and which imply priority to 3 over 2, and thus priority to second-order autonomy rather than first-order autonomy. In ‘A Plea for Difficulty’, she defines the political liberal as someone who ‘asks citizens to endorse a political conception of autonomy’, one which carefully refrains from asserting that [first-order] non-autonomous lives are not worth leading, or even that autonomy is a key element in the best comprehensive view of human flourishing across the board; and she carefully protects the spaces within which Calvinists and other non-Milleans [who do not value first-order autonomy] can plan lives according to their own lights. (Nussbaum 1999b: 110)

It is important to note that, as I have highlighted in my insertions, Nussbaum is rejecting the universality of first-order and not second-order autonomy in this passage, although she does not make the distinction: her emphasis on protecting spaces for people to plan their lives according to their own lights shows that second-order autonomy remains a crucial universal goal. She stresses the universal value of second-order autonomy again when she states that political liberalism ‘agrees with comprehensive
liberalism that a nonautonomous life should not be thrust upon someone by the luck of birth’ (ibid.: 110). This emphasis on second-order autonomy echoes the excerpt from Rawls quoted above: while (first-order) autonomy may not be a value for all people in all spheres of life, the question of whether a citizen has autonomy should still be ‘decided by citizens severally’, not imposed.

Nussbaum’s argument, then, is that political liberalism differs from comprehensive liberalism in preferring case 3 to case 2 when the two conflict, but that it agrees with comprehensive liberalism in disliking case 4: when a nonautonomous life is thrust on someone by luck of birth and so has not been chosen autonomously. For a political liberal understood in Nussbaum’s terms, then, the crucial normative issue is not what kind of life a person lives in a first-order sense, but whether it has been chosen autonomously in a second-order sense. If it has, then the absence of first-order autonomy is no cause for (political) concern. If a way of life has not been chosen autonomously, then there is cause for concern. If Nussbaum is correct in her description of the two positions, then, the debate between comprehensive and political liberals is not a debate about the value of autonomy per se, but a debate about the (political) value of first- vs second-order autonomy.

For political liberals, then, the state should provide a basic framework of freedoms. Within that framework, justice is served by giving individuals considerable leeway to construct their own conceptions of the good. Nussbaum captures this principle with what she and Amartya Sen term the ‘capability approach’: justice, and the governmental activity which promotes it, must focus on capabilities rather than on actual functioning. This focus on capabilities is, in turn, justified by an appeal to reason and the ability of individuals to choose their own ways of life. As Nussbaum puts it:

for political purposes it is appropriate for us to shoot for capabilities, and those alone. Citizens must be left free to determine their course after that. The person with plenty of food may always choose to fast, but there is a great difference between fasting and starving, and it is this difference we wish to capture. (Nussbaum 1999a: 44)

So, Nussbaum’s commitment to autonomy is expressed through the political sphere. Individuals must be able to engage in practical reason about their way of life, choosing which ways of life to pursue and which to reject. Under such conditions, individuals may choose even those ways of life which are of no apparent value, or which do not enable autonomy
to flourish. In fact, Nussbaum implies that the very fact of choice imputes some worth to a way of life, by strongly distinguishing fasting and starving. On one level, there is very little difference: both have the same physical effects and are fatal at their extreme. The main difference between them is that one is chosen and the other imposed, and it seems to be this which makes the normative difference for Nussbaum. Choice becomes what I call a ‘normative transformer’, rendering an outcome just by its mere presence. Nussbaum does not appeal to the reason for fasting, or imply that the difference lies in the value of some ways of life above others. Thus she makes no distinction between the anorexic, the suffragette on hunger strike and the ‘breatharian’ who has a spiritual belief in her ability to live on oxygen alone. All have chosen to fast. The state exhausts its duties by ensuring that all have the capability of eating, presumably by ensuring that no-one is unable to find or afford food. The fact that we might reasonably judge starving to death as bad for individuals, or as counter to their autonomy, does not justify state intervention. We protect individuals’ autonomy by protecting their ability to choose.

If we retain Nussbaum’s political liberalism, it becomes crucial to identify the conditions under which an individual comes to lead a way of life. For, even if an individual has autonomy on the [first-order] face of it, a political liberal might still want to interfere if it could be shown that comprehensive liberal meddling were to blame for the first-order autonomy. A political liberal would want to ensure that the individual could choose to alienate her own autonomy. On the other hand, and more importantly for the purposes of this essay, a political liberal will excuse and protect a (first-order) nonautonomous life if and only if that life has been chosen autonomously. In order for Nussbaum’s distinction between comprehensive and political liberalism to hold, it must be the second-order autonomy status of a way of life which determines its susceptibility to or immunity from state intervention, and not the substantive first-order content.

The Connection between First- and Second-order Autonomy

But is it as simple as this? Consider case 3: the case where an individual has second- but not first-order autonomy. Imagine a woman who fits into box 3: Maria, who wants to be a nun. This second-order autonomous choice means that she will have to submit to the rules of the convent, and it is on that basis that I have labelled her as lacking first-order autonomy. But it might be objected that I have misdescribed the case. According to
this objection, what it means to be a nun is that one must submit to the rules of the convent. One cannot second-order autonomously choose to be a nun without, at the same time, autonomously choosing to submit to the rules of the convent. But, the objection continues, if one autonomously submits to the rules of the convent, one has first-order autonomy: in one’s daily life, one is following rules that one actively wishes to follow, rather than following rules that are forced upon one or on which one does not reflect. It follows that Maria obeys the rules of the convent with first-order autonomy (albeit without negative freedom). Without these first-order desires, the second-order desire does not make sense. So, the objection concludes, the reason that political liberals defend case 3 and Maria’s autonomous choice to be a nun is that her choice does not involve alienating her first-order autonomy at all. It realises that autonomy.

We are thus left with two interpretations of convent life. According to the first interpretation, Maria has second-order autonomy (because she has chosen to become a nun) but not first-order autonomy (because, once she is a nun, she must obey the rules of the convent). According to the second interpretation, articulated in the previous paragraph, Maria has second-order autonomy (because she has chosen to become a nun) and first-order autonomy (because her choice to become a nun was in itself a choice to obey the rules of the convent, so that the convent rules are therefore followed autonomously).

These alternative interpretations open up a number of complex issues, which will become clearer if we extend the Maria example. One rule of convent life (assume, for the sake of argument, that it is a requirement of all convents) is that nuns must wear habits. Assume that the important things about convent life for Maria are prayer and communal living, whereas rules of clothing carry no weight for her. Even on the first interpretation, once Maria is a nun she obeys the rules of prayer and communal life with both first- and second-order autonomy. Her second-order autonomy is realised because she wants to be a nun; her first-order autonomy is realised because she has considered, questioned and adopted wholeheartedly for herself the specific norms of prayer and communal life.

What about Maria’s submission to the rule that she must wear a habit? Clearly, if the habit were part of what Maria valued about convent life, if she had thought about the reasons for wearing a habit and found them separately motivating, she would have first-order autonomy regarding the habit even on the first interpretation. Ex hypothesis, however, this is not her situation. Maria wears the habit simply so as to serve her second-order goal of being a nun, despite finding it antiquated, uncomfortable and
unrelated to her religious motivations and beliefs. Nonetheless, she chooses to wear it because, and to the extent that, it is a requirement of convent life. If there were no rule, she would not wear the habit. As there is a rule, she wears the habit so as to be able to stay in the convent. Does she, then, wear the habit with first-order autonomy?

According to the second interpretation, which I suggested might be used to defend Nussbaum’s position, Maria does have first-order autonomy. On this interpretation, it is not possible to break down the rules of the convent and say that they have different implications for Maria’s autonomy. Wearing a habit is part of what it means to be a nun, and so it is not possible for her to will autonomously to be a nun without at the same time autonomously willing that she wear a habit. This answer, I suggested, might make the political liberal endorsement of this case, and other cases that would fit into box 3, more palatable. In effect, someone making this response would deny the very possibility of any box 3-like cases. Anyone with second-order autonomy would thereby have first-order autonomy with respect to all the norms that comprise the second-order goal. Maria would, for this respondent, fit into box 1.

This response, made from the context of the second interpretation, is problematic in two ways. First, it ignores the distinction between Maria’s attitude to the habit and her attitude to prayer, and does so in a way that flatly contradicts the definition of first-order autonomy. First-order autonomy, I argued, is when an individual lives a daily life in which one is not beholden to but actively questions rules and norms, obeying only those that one endorses. If Maria’s habit-wearing counts as an instance of first-order autonomy, it undermines the meaningfulness of this definition, of the distinction between the two types of autonomy, and of the distinction between the habit and prayer.

Second, even if we were prepared to undermine those distinctions and reject the possibility of considering the rules of convent life separately, the response is not one that Nussbaum or Nussbaumian political liberals can make. Remember, Nussbaum claims that political liberalism allows individuals to live nonautonomous lives, as long as those lives are uncoerced. Cases of type 4 (life under the Taliban) are ruled out, but cases of type 3 (Maria) are allowed. It is this feature that, according to Nussbaum, distinguishes political from comprehensive liberalism. But the hypothetical defence of Nussbaum we are considering effectively says that cases of type 3 do not exist. It moves all such cases into box 1, in which the individuals concerned have both second and first-order autonomy. In other words, it denies the very possibility of uncoerced (second-order autonomous)
nonautonomous (non first-order autonomous) lives. Such lives simply cannot exist, as a matter of conceptual impossibility. Nussbaum cannot follow this line of reasoning as to do so would mean the annihilation of political liberalism as she defines it.

Nussbaum must, then, reject the idea that second-order autonomy entails first-order autonomy concerning the norms that comprise the overall goal. She must adopt the first interpretation and argue, correctly in my view, that Maria is not first-order autonomous as regards the habit. We might describe the situation as one in which wearing a habit serves Maria’s second-order autonomy but not her first-order autonomy. Maria makes a second-order choice to forego her first-order autonomy as regards the habit. Maria wears the habit with second-order autonomy (because it furthers her goal of being a nun), but without first-order autonomy (because she does not endorse the rule for its own sake). Nussbaum’s position is that such a situation is unproblematic from the point of view of justice. Maria lacks first-order autonomy but she does so from a position of second-order autonomy. She has made a choice to live a nonautonomous life which a political liberal must respect.

I want to challenge Nussbaum’s position, the prioritisation of second-order autonomy, on two grounds. First, Nussbaum provides good reasons to be suspicious of the prioritisation of second-order autonomy (and thus to prefer the abandonment of political liberalism over the abandonment of the critique of female genital mutilation (FGM)) in her work on social construction – or, as she calls it, the social formation of preferences (Nussbaum 1999a; 2000). Indeed, she suggests in this part of her work that opportunities for second-order autonomy are limited. However, there is a tension between Nussbaum’s commitment to political liberalism and her concern to improve upon it: her political liberalism leads her to be wary of state intervention, and thus to prioritise an individual’s ability to adhere to even those preferences which she has shown to be socially constructed and thus imperfect guides to justice.

Once we have noticed that preferences are socially influenced, we can no longer maintain a position of political liberal non-intervention in the name of second-order autonomy. If preferences can be socially formed, then autonomy cannot require state non-interference on the basis that individuals must be left to make their own choices free from influence. Liberal theories of justice rest on two basic values: freedom or autonomy (understood in either a first- or a second-order sense) and equality. Nussbaum’s political liberalism implies that the presence of second-order autonomy suffices to make a choice or way of life unproblematic from the
standpoint of justice: such autonomy is a sufficient condition for justice. However, the social formation of preferences casts doubt on this position, in two ways. First, it suggests that people may be less autonomous than they appear, as their decisions are profoundly shaped by their social context. Second, if autonomy is (always) limited, a choice or outcome cannot be rendered just by the mere fact of having been autonomously chosen. We cannot determine whether a situation or practice is just by asking ‘was it brought about solely by the autonomous choice of the individual concerned?’ for the answer will often (perhaps always) be ‘no’. Instead, the manner of their formation becomes a matter of justice. We must ask ‘was the social influence which encouraged the individual to make that choice, and is the choice itself, compatible with justice?’ As Nussbaum denies that first-order autonomy is relevant to justice, we must turn to the second liberal value of equality. If individuals are subject to influence which threatens their equality then it is a requirement of justice that that influence be limited where possible. This intervention will take place not in the name of autonomy alone but in the name of justice, as a combination of autonomy and equality. Autonomy functions as a premise to the argument: if preferences have already been socially influenced, then protecting autonomy cannot simply be a matter of allowing individuals to follow their preferences, and preferences cannot determine the justice of a state of affairs. In order to distinguish between influence which does and which does not threaten justice, we must consider whether individuals are encouraged to make choices which threaten their equality.

Second, then, I wish to argue that some ways of life or specific choices within a life are sufficiently problematic, even when chosen autonomously, as to merit state intervention. Nussbaum agrees with this position in the case of FGM, and this agreement causes problems: either she must extend that judgement to many other cases and reject her politically liberal prioritisation of second-order autonomy or, in maintaining her political liberalism, she must surrender her feminist critique of FGM and endorse a conservative state neutrality. This argument is extended in the next section.

Second-order Autonomy and Harmful Norms

So far, we have seen that Nussbaum, and political liberals in general, prioritise second-order autonomy over first-order autonomy. Put generally, the political liberal position is that, while a first-order nonautonomous life may not be thrust upon someone, it may be autonomously
chosen. But, as it stands, this position is too crude. It is too crude because people’s choices take place in an unavoidably social context. People do not choose in a vacuum, with an infinitely wide variety of options and with ultimate control over their choices. Instead, people’s choices are influenced, sometimes very strongly, by the people, structures and norms around them.

As well as affecting people’s preferences, social construction affects the options that are available. Social norms set out what may be chosen, and place conditions on what must be done in order to receive certain benefits. Moreover, social norms are sometimes harmful. If she is to follow a social norm, an individual may be required to harm herself. The harm may be physical, mental or material. It may also be social – it may require the individual to lower her status relative to that of others. In other words, a social norm may reflect and perpetuate inequality. In some cases, a norm may be both harmful and unequal, in that it may require some people but not others to harm themselves.

This second issue is the focus of the rest of this essay. It should become clearer if we consider another set of four examples. This time, instead of an intersection between first- and second-order autonomy, consider an intersection between second-order autonomy and the harmfulness or otherwise of social norms. Figure 2 represents possible answers to two questions. First, if an individual is following a social norm, has she ‘chosen’ to do so with or without second-order autonomy? In other words, is she autonomously choosing to follow the social norm so as to acquire some benefit (including participating in a chosen way of life), or is she simply following the norm because it never occurs to her to do otherwise? Second, is the norm that she is following harmful? So as to simplify the example, assume that the individual in question has accurate and uncontroversial knowledge as to whether the norm in question is harmful.

1. I am aware that there is a harmless social norm regulating access to some benefit. As I have autonomously chosen the benefit, I choose to follow the norm. For example, David is a member of an Oxford college. There is a norm operating in the college that people take tea in the common room at a certain time. Those who attend tea reap the benefits of forming social and professional networks. David considers the norm and, because he wants to further his academic career, decides to follow it by attending tea regularly.

2. I follow a harmless social norm regulating access to some benefit, but have not autonomously chosen to seek that benefit. For example,
David’s colleague, Ben, also consciously attends tea so as to further his academic career. However, he has not autonomously chosen to be an academic: his career is the result of family pressure, his fear at the thought of leaving Oxford, and the fact that he has never got round to considering alternatives.

3. I am aware that there is a harmful social norm regulating access to some benefit. As I have autonomously chosen the benefit, I choose to follow the norm. For example, Rachel has autonomously chosen to seek career success. She works in a non-smoking office. She does not smoke, but her colleague and their mutual manager does. The colleague and the manager regularly go outside to smoke together, where they discuss business matters. As a result, the colleague is more included and favoured by the manager than is Rachel. In order to gain the manager’s favour, and despite her dislike of smoking, Rachel decides to start smoking so that she can join the conversations in the smoking area and further her career.

4. I follow a harmful social norm that regulates access to some benefit, but have not autonomously chosen to seek that benefit. For example, in China, footbinding was necessary for a girl to secure a good marriage from the middle of the fourteenth century until the very start of the twentieth century. However, girls and women whose feet had been bound were left ‘crippled and nearly housebound’ (Mackie 1996:
Chun had her feet forcibly bound when she was a child. As a result, she was able to secure a good marriage, but suffered from severely limited mobility throughout her life. She made no autonomous choice to seek a life of marriage.

What are we to say about these examples? Which ought a liberal to endorse, and which ought she to criticise, or condemn as unjust? Most liberals would condemn case 4, the case of Chun and footbinding. The very similar case of FGM is discussed at length later in the paper. Cases 1, 2 and 3 are more problematic, and highlight complexities with the political liberal prioritisation of second-order autonomy. If second-order autonomy is crucial to justice for political liberals, we might think that Ben, who has never made a choice to be an academic, is suffering from some sort of injustice. However, political liberals do not tend to be too worried about these sorts of cases because, I suggest, the life that Ben has ended up with allows him considerable first-order autonomy. Whilst we might think that his life would go better if he exercised his second-order autonomy and re-evaluated it, Ben does not seem to be a particularly needy victim of injustice.

What of cases 1 and 3: David with his tea, and Rachel with her smoking? In both cases, Rachel and David are aware of the options that confront them, weigh up the costs and benefits of (non-)compliance with the norm, and choose to comply. But the costs that the norms impose are very different. Rachel will have to cultivate a taste for smoking which she knows will harm her quite considerably. David’s tea, on the other hand, is certainly not harmful and has indeed been shown to have various health benefits. Does this difference, in and of itself, make a difference to the justice of the case?

In the remainder of the essay, I argue that it does. Specifically, I argue that, in certain circumstances, individuals who submit to harmful norms so as to reach some higher, second-order goal are suffering from an injustice. Moreover, the liberal state ought to attempt to rectify that injustice.

**Perpetuating Inequality: Female Genital Mutilation and Breast Implants**

Generally, political liberals want to protect individuals’ second-order autonomy, even if it is used to choose ways of life that include practices which are harmful to the choosing individual. Mill’s harm principle is perhaps the most famous example of such an approach (although Mill is not a political liberal), and I have already discussed Nussbaum’s position.
Sometimes, though, political liberals are willing to ban things for reasons of justice even when the injustice falls largely to those people who choose them. FGM causes problems for Nussbaum. As a feminist (and a Westerner?) she finds the practice abhorrent, and argues that it should be banned. As a political liberal, she lacks the philosophical resources to justify such a ban. Her arguments against FGM are effective arguments against political liberalism’s prioritisation of second-order autonomy.

Nussbaum’s discussion of FGM gives many reasons for eradicating the practice. A consistent politically liberal approach to the issue would imply changing certain features of the practice, but leaving it optional for those adult women who wished to practise it as part of their conception of the good. However, not all of the criticisms that Nussbaum makes of FGM would be eliminated by that approach. In other words, FGM reveals that Nussbaum wants to label some practices as unjust regardless of whether they have been chosen autonomously, undermining her claim that, for a political liberal, second-order autonomy is sufficient for justice. Such practices are unjust, instead, because they threaten either the equality or the wellbeing of the choosing individual or, by contributing to social norms, they threaten the equality of a wider group of individuals.

Nussbaum argues that we should consider FGM as worse than, and more worthy of elimination than, Western beauty practices such as dieting and cosmetic surgery. She gives eight reasons for her view (Nussbaum 1999a: 123–4):

1. FGM is carried out by force.
2. FGM is carried out on children below the age of consent.
3. Women who undergo FGM are more likely than Western women to be uneducated and thus to lack the conditions for autonomous choice.
4. FGM is often carried out in conditions which are dangerous to health.
5. FGM is irreversible.
6. FGM causes lifelong health problems.
7. FGM causes the loss of a certain type of sexual functioning that many women (would) value highly.
8. FGM ‘is unambiguously linked to customs of male domination’ (Nussbaum 1999a: 124).

Only the first three reasons are directly linked to the nature of the practice as unchosen. In other words, if second-order autonomy were the key factor in securing justice, FGM could be made acceptable if it were performed only on women above a certain age who gave their consent and who were given information about the risks involved and the particularity
of the custom – the kind of information that is available to women who undergo cosmetic surgery in Western countries. We could also eliminate some of the dangers to health (reason 4) by the provision of appropriate clinical equipment and training. These alterations would render the practice unproblematic from a strictly political liberal point of view (one which holds second-order autonomy as sufficient for justice, and which ignores the social formation of preferences). Are they enough? What is the force of the remaining objections?

We are left with reasons 5–8. If we are political liberals of the kind Nussbaum wants us to be in ‘A Plea for Difficulty’, there seems to be nothing for us to say about these reasons that has relevance for action. FGM is irreversible (reason 5), but so are most tattoos, male circumcisions, abortions, precautionary mastectomies or hysterectomies and many sterilisations. The irreversibility of even a bodily procedure does not in itself suffice as a reason to ban it. FGM causes lifelong health problems (reason 6), but so do smoking, heavy drinking, unhealthy eating, inactive lifestyles and many other activities against which political liberals such as Nussbaum do not want to legislate. If we remove the forced element, then the loss of sexual functioning (reason 7) is insufficient for a ban – remember, for Nussbaum, the person who has food may always choose to fast, and there seems to be no reason on the face of it why a political liberal should not allow an individual to deny herself something that others want for themselves. A political liberal does not forbid childless women in Western societies to have a hysterectomy to avoid unwanted pregnancy and the inconvenience of contraception and menstruation, even though the capacity to bear children is one which many women value highly.

Perhaps, then, objections 5–7 are not supposed to have any political implications – they are reasons to dislike FGM, but nothing more. Nussbaum often does make a distinction between condemning practices and banning them, endorsing the former but not the latter, as long as the practice is autonomously chosen. However, she does not make this distinction with FGM. In Women and Human Development Nussbaum argues that even consensual FGM (performed once objections 1–4 have been removed) could and should be banned, as it involves the permanent removal of a capability:

it seems plausible for governments to ban female genital mutilation, even when practiced by adults without coercion: for, in addition to long-term health risks, the practice involves the permanent removal
of the capability for most sexual pleasure, although individuals should of course be free to choose not to have sexual pleasure if they prefer not to. (Nussbaum 2000: 94)

This focus on capabilities is clearly an attempt to avoid the clash between political and comprehensive liberalism: Nussbaum wishes to show that FGM is non-negotiable because it falls within the jurisdiction of the basic capabilities on which all are supposed to agree. But, in order to remain a political liberal, Nussbaum frequently allows individuals to alienate themselves from certain of their capabilities. Sterilisation is an example. In true political liberal style, Nussbaum advocates state disinterest (Nussbaum 2000: 95). Nussbaum’s political liberalism commits governments to ensuring that the basic capabilities are an option for all: that all are capable of the capabilities, as it were. However, she does not want to involve governments in forcibly ensuring that all individuals actually possess the relevant capabilities, regardless of their wishes on the matter – except in the case of FGM. Her official, politically liberal position requires only that the conditions of capability are provided by the state. However, in considering FGM, Nussbaum reverts to the position which is best suited by her awareness of the social formation of preferences and the existence of harmful social norms: just because someone wants to do something, that doesn’t necessarily mean that justice requires allowing them to do so.

Nussbaum’s position on capabilities does not, therefore, provide the philosophical resources to justify a ban on FGM tout court. Neither does her prioritisation of second-order autonomy. FGM can be thought of as an ingredient of a way of life that women may choose with second-order autonomy. Within cultures that practise it, FGM is often required for marriage. In such cases, we can think of FGM as an ingredient of marriage. More generally, we might think of FGM as a necessary ingredient of life within certain cultural communities: if women wish to maintain their membership, or to participate in the institution of marriage within it, they must undergo FGM. Some women might consent to undergo FGM, even though they might prefer not to, in order to become or remain eligible for community membership or marriage. Such women would be like Maria: they might choose their way of life (marriage or community membership) with second-order autonomy, and this might lead them to alienate their own first-order autonomy with respect to FGM. A powerful objection to FGM is thus that it is an excessively high price to ask women to pay in order to remain within their communities. But, as we have seen,
this is not an objection that can be made by Nussbaum if she is to prioritise second-order autonomy. For that prioritisation protects first-order nonautonomous lives – i.e., those in which women have no choice but to undergo FGM if they wish to remain within their communities – so long as they are chosen second-order autonomously – i.e., so long as women are free to choose to leave their communities.

It might seem at that Nussbaum can still justify a ban on FGM via second-order autonomy, in two ways. First, the option of leaving one’s community is an extremely difficult one to take, and this fact undermines the idea that women do indeed undergo FGM as a result of a truly second-order autonomous choice to stay within their communities. Second, it is the case that marriage is the only viable option for women in many cultures that practise FGM, so that women cannot really be said to choose marriage with second-order autonomy either. These points are strong. They point to the necessity of increasing women’s second-order autonomy wherever possible, perhaps by trying to provide meaningful options for women other than marriage or community life. A political liberal prioritisation of second-order autonomy would demand such measures. It would not, however, demand a ban on FGM, for such a ban would increase the first- and not the second-order autonomy of women.

A ban on FGM cannot, then, be explained by either the non-alienability of capabilities – for that would require a ban on sterilisation – or the prioritisation of second-order autonomy – for that would require undermining the centrality of cultural membership and/or marriage. What, then, could explain the particularity of FGM? Reason 8 is one difference. Nussbaum writes:

Female genital mutilation is unambiguously linked to customs of male domination. Even its official rationales, in terms of purity and propriety, point to aspects of sex hierarchy ... Sex relations constructed by the practice are relations in which intercourse becomes a vehicle for one-sided male pleasure rather than for mutuality of pleasure. By contrast, the ideal female body image purveyed in the American media has multiple and complex resonances, including those of male domination, but also including those of physical fitness, independence and boyish nonmaternity.

These differences help explain why there is no serious campaign to make ads for diet programs, or the pictures of emaciated women in Vogue, illegal, whereas FGM is illegal in most of the countries in which it occurs. (Nussbaum 1999a: 124)
This is indeed a salient difference between FGM and sterilisation. The former, and not the latter, results from and perpetuates forms of male domination. In other words, FGM undermines gender equality.

Liberalism is based on two key values: freedom or autonomy, and equality. We have seen so far how Nussbaum incorporates autonomy into her political liberalism. With reason 8 against FGM, she introduces equality, specifically gender equality. However, the role of equality within political liberalism is somewhat ambiguous. Certainly, political liberalism requires that individuals are equal in the political sphere: that men and women have equal citizenship rights. What is unclear in the writings of both Nussbaum and Rawls, however, is the extent that equality in general and gender equality in particular may pervade other spheres. On the one hand, it is sometimes argued that gender inequality in religions, cultures and associations is acceptable so long as it is compatible with equal citizenship. Thus Rawls writes that the principles of justice ‘do not apply directly to the internal life of churches’ and other associations (the examples he gives are universities and the family) so that, for example, ecclesiastical positions do not have to be allocated democratically or according to the difference principle (Rawls 2001: 164). He does not explicitly say whether church and other positions must comply with equality of opportunity; Nussbaum concludes that they must not and that gender discrimination is permitted. Thus she argues that political liberalism asks religions ‘to accept the political equality of women as citizens’, but claims this position is entirely compatible with allowing the Catholic church to employ only men as priests, for example (Nussbaum 1999b: 109). Since women are still able to vote, to leave the Church and to enjoy other rights of citizenship, gender discrimination is permissible in the priesthood. If the role of equality in political liberalism is limited in this way, then what is required to justify a ban on FGM is an argument to the effect that FGM prevents women from enjoying equal citizenship rights. Nussbaum provides no such argument; indeed, it would seem easier to argue in these terms against the male-only priesthood than against consensual FGM, for the former and not the latter has a direct bearing on women’s ability to participate in the religious structures that determine the course of their own lives and the interface between those structures and the state.

On the other hand, Rawls is at pains to point out that political liberalism does not abandon women to pervasive gender inequality in the family. He states categorically: ‘It may be thought that the principles of justice do not apply to the family and that therefore they cannot secure equal justice for women and their children. This is a misconception’ (Rawls 2001: 163;
It is a misconception because the principles of justice place significant constraints on associations even though their fundamental focus is political:

when political liberalism distinguishes between political justice that applies to the basic structure and other conceptions of justice that apply to the various associations within that structure, it does not regard the political and the nonpolitical domains as two separate, disconnected spaces, as it were, each governed solely by its own distinct principles. Even if the basic structure alone is the primary subject of justice, principles of justice still put essential restrictions on the family and all other associations. The adult members of the family are equal citizens first: that is their basic position. No institution or association in which they are involved can violate their rights as citizens. (Rawls 2001: 166)

In other words, no association can perpetuate gender inequality if to do so would prevent gender equality in the political sense. Rawls’s argument suggests that, since the political and non-political spheres are interconnected rather than disconnected, political liberalism might require rather more extensive gender equality than could be secured by equal formal citizenship rights. Indeed, in a discussion that he seems to recognise is frustratingly brief, Rawls suggests that the goal of gender equality is so important that it might require state action over and above the principles of justice:

More generally, since property-owning democracy aims for full equality of women, it must include arrangements to achieve that … If we say the gender system includes whatever social arrangements adversely affect the equal basic liberties and opportunities of women, as well as of those of their children as future citizens, then surely that system is subject to critique by the principles of justice. The question then becomes whether the fulfillment of these principles suffices to remedy the system’s faults. … I shall not try to reflect further on the matter here. (Rawls 2001: 167–8)

This excerpt suggests that it is appropriate for a politically liberal state to aim for the ‘full equality’ of women, critiquing ‘whatever social arrangements’ undermine that. If the role of equality within political liberalism is this extensive, then it certainly is open to political liberals to argue for a state ban of FGM. Such a ban, though, would involve the state making judgements of the value of different ways of life in terms of their
accordance with gender equality, rather than leaving such judgements up to individuals. In other words, it would be to undermine individuals’ second-order autonomy to choose ways of life that might cast them as inferior. Second-order autonomy would give way to equality.

As Rawls chooses not to reflect further on the matter, it is beyond the scope of this paper to speculate further on his position. However, Nussbaum’s work does provide us with the means to comment on hers. If second-order autonomy is to give way to equality in the case of FGM, we shall have to depart significantly from second-order autonomy in other areas in which Nussbaum wants to maintain its priority. The same reasoning, that we should intervene in practices which are linked to male domination, applies to the Western beauty norms which, for the purpose of state action, Nussbaum exonerates. Many Western images of the ideal female body are unambiguous in their portrayal of women as vehicles for male pleasure. Much pornography, including soft porn and the topless ‘Page 3’ models of British tabloid newspapers, emphasises women’s availability and submission to men. Nussbaum herself makes this argument, in a searing passage which is splendidly resonant of radical feminism in its analysis but disappointingly resonant of political liberalism in its conclusion:

what *Playboy* repeatedly says to its reader is, Whoever this woman is and whatever she has achieved, for you she is cunt, all her pretensions vanish before your sexual power. For some she is a tennis player – but you, in your mind, can dominate her and turn her into cunt. For some, Brown students are Brown students. For you, dear reader, they are *Women of the Ivy League* (an issue prepared at regular intervals, and a topic of intense controversy on the campuses where models are sought). No matter who you are, these women will (in masturbatory fantasy) moan with pleasure at your sexual power. This is the great appeal of *Playboy* in fact, for it satisfies the desires of men to feel themselves special and powerful. …

*Playboy*, I conclude, is a bad influence on men … I draw no legal implications from this judgement. (Nussbaum 1999a: 235–6)

Should we not, combining this passage with the arguments about FGM, make illegal cosmetic surgery which women undergo so as to qualify for inclusion as a *Playboy* or Page 3 model, or so as to look like such models, or so as to attract men who have been aroused by such models? Remember, Nussbaum believes that objections 5–8 against
FGM are sufficient for a ban. But all of these objections apply to breast implants. Breast implants are reversible to an extent (objection 5), but breasts which have had implants removed do not return to their original appearance. Moreover, implants must be maintained by repeated surgery throughout the woman’s life. They may cause lifelong health problems (objection 6) – there have already been scares about silicone breast implants leaking into the body, and alternatives have been found to carry similar dangers (Charter 2000). All operations, particularly those involving general anaesthetic, carry with them health risks. Breast implants also have side-effects. The British Department of Health (Department of Health 2000) informs women considering implants that one in ten women suffer capsular contracture, when the scar tissue contracts ‘causing the implant to deform, become hard and, in some cases, painful’. Up to one in 20 women suffer scars which are ‘red, or highly-coloured, thick, painful and … take several years before they improve’. All women are likely to have painful nipples for three to six months following surgery. Implants may also rupture, cause ‘creasing, kinking, vertical ripple folds and rippling in the breast’, look or feel ‘unsatisfactory’ and bleed or become infected. All implants ‘interfere with the ability of x-rays to detect the early signs of breast cancer, either by blocking x-rays or by compressing the remaining breast tissue and impairing the ability to view any changes which may indicate breast cancer’. Breast implants may remove the capability for certain forms of sexual pleasure (objection 7): one in seven women suffer ‘permanent loss of nipple sensation’. Moreover, as Nussbaum argues, the images which breast implants are attempting to replicate are unambiguously linked to gender hierarchy (objection 8). Surely, then, if we were to follow Nussbaum’s recommendation to ban FGM even if it were to be performed on consenting adult women in sterile, clinical conditions, we should also ban cosmetic surgery of the type described. Surely, a political liberal who prioritises second-order autonomy would not be able to ban either.

Nussbaum hints at the key to the issue under objection 1 to FGM. She argues that FGM is distinct in being directly forced, but recognises that the issue is not clear-cut for Western beauty norms:

The choices involved in dieting are often not fully autonomous: They may be the product of misinformation and strong social forces that put pressure on women to make choice[s], sometimes dangerous ones, that they would not make otherwise. We should criticize these pressures and the absence of full autonomy created by them.
And yet the distinction between social pressure and physical force should also remain salient, both morally and legally. (Nussbaum 1999a: 123)

Here Nussbaum has reached the heart of the matter. We would still be worried about an adult woman who consented to undergo FGM under conditions of relative safety because we would be worried about the context which had led her to want such a thing. We would ask ourselves what pressures she had faced in coming to her decision, what she believed about the world in order to conclude that genital mutilation would be beneficial, and the extent to which she was being forced into a sub-optimal practice by the salience of social norms. Put simply, we would ask ourselves what conditions would have to hold for such a decision to make sense. And we would be worried because the answer would include references to the deeply gendered nature of society, and the effects which that gender inequality has on the choices of women within it.

We should ask the same questions, and have the same worries, about the woman who chooses to have breast implants. We should ask ourselves what conditions have to hold for such a choice to be intelligible. In many cases, the conditions will include the widespread belief that women’s success depends on their appearance, specifically on an appearance which emphasises sexual availability. The following extract from *The Guardian*, about the 15-year-old British girl Jenna Franklin who wanted breast implants, illustrates both the concept of female success which is embodied in the surgically enhanced figure and the role of example in perpetuating that concept:

Franklin’s motivation for wanting to undergo surgery as soon as possible is nothing if not hopeful. ‘I want to be famous. And I don’t think you can be famous without boobs. When I’m going out and I’ve got to get dressed up, the world’s over for me.’ Her parents, not uncoincidentally both employed in the cosmetic surgery industry, were happy to shell out the £3,250 required for the operation, but it looks as if their daughter still has a long wait ahead of her.

‘I had thought about having my breasts enlarged when I was 12,’ she says, ‘but when I was about to turn 15, I saw so many people having it done that I wanted mine bigger as well. Every other person you see on television has had implants. If I want to be successful, I need to have them, too.’ (Chaudhuri & Mahey 2001)
We should be concerned about this case not simply because Jenna Franklin is not yet adult. It will have the same tragic resonances when, as seems likely, she has the surgery at a later date. (She may not have long to wait until a surgeon agrees to operate – 2,000 girls aged under 18 had breast implants in Britain in the year 2000 (Chaudhuri & Mahey 2001).) The choice to have breast implants is relevant to justice because it takes place in the context of profound patriarchal influence.

The quote from Jenna Franklin illustrates the two problems with the prioritisation of second-order autonomy highlighted in the first part of this essay. Franklin’s statement: ‘when I was about to turn 15, I saw so many people having it done that I wanted mine bigger as well’ suggests that her desire for breast implants is the result not of a conscious autonomous choice but of uninterrogated socially formed preferences: the power of example has cultivated in her a desire for conformity. Once the surgery has been performed on Franklin, moreover, it adds to that influence. The more women have breast surgery, the more it is acceptable or even expected that other women have breasts of a certain size and shape, and that those are achieved through surgery if they cannot be achieved naturally.

On the other hand, Franklin’s claims: ‘I want to be famous. And I don’t think you can be famous without boobs’ and ‘Every other person you see on television has had implants. If I want to be successful, I need to have them, too’ illustrate the second problem with the prioritisation of second-order autonomy: people might autonomously choose to follow norms which are harmful, because they believe they cannot access a desired benefit without complying with the norm. The claim here, then, is not that women who want breast implants must be suffering from ‘false consciousness’. Franklin may be right in thinking that breast implants are crucial for fame, just as the women who practise FGM are right in thinking that mutilated genitals are crucial for marriage. Indeed, the more women have breast implants, the more it actually is the case that they are requirements of success for women like Franklin.

The answer, then, is not to educate women but to alter the social circumstances which justify the harmful practice, and banning the practice is a good way of doing this. Gerry Mackie gives an incisive account of the similarities between FGM and footbinding. Mackie argues that both practices require women and girls to undergo severe physical harm in order to secure the benefit of marriage. It follows, Mackie argues, that it remains rational for each woman or girl to undergo FGM or footbinding so long as the norm remains in place. As long as both men and women prefer
marriage to non-marriage, and as long as women’s life chances are dependent on marriage,

they are trapped by the inferior convention … However the custom originated, as soon as women believed that men would not marry an unmutilated woman, and men believed that an unmutilated woman would not be a faithful partner in marriage, and so forth, expectations were mutually concordant and a self-enforcing convention was locked in. (Mackie 1996: 1008)

In other words, the only way for most individuals to escape a social norm which is a requirement for achieving social status (such as marriage) is in a context of (near-) universal non-compliance so that the norm ceases to function. Otherwise, there will always be an incentive for an individual to follow the norm and thus increase her status. A complete ban is necessary if the society is to reach the position where no individual has an incentive to harm herself.¹⁶

At this point, Nussbaum and other political liberals have two options. Nussbaum could recognise that her political liberalism does not allow her to ban consensual FGM; or she could conclude that her arguments about the social formation of preferences and the existence of harmful social norms lead to a more complex conception of justice and autonomy, one which conflicts with a politically liberal state. The first option would require Nussbaum to become like other Rawlsian political liberals who do not share her feminist concerns and her insights into social norms. Following this option might restore the consistency in Nussbaum’s account. But her arguments about social preference-formation are compelling. In making them, Nussbaum rightly identifies the limits of more minimal forms of political liberalism which leave a great deal of substantive inequality intact, and do not provide individuals with the resources they need in order to overcome that inequality. Taking this option, then, would mean that Nussbaum’s work would lose the substantial benefits it has over alternative accounts of liberalism, and would limit the extent of Nussbaum’s feminism.

The second option, then, is for Nussbaum to recognise that, if justice is about enabling people to make autonomous choices about their way of life in conditions of equality, then justice does not require a politically liberal neutral state which makes no judgements about the content of a way of life – even if autonomy is understood only in the second-order sense. The fact that preferences are socially formed in ways which can perpetuate harm and inequality means that the state must pay attention to
the manner of that formation, and take more radical action where it is required to secure justice. As an individual’s ability to form, revise and pursue her way of life is constrained by the social formation of her preferences and the need to comply with harmful norms, the goal of state action should be to ensure that these constraints do not perpetuate harm, inequality or both (unequal harm). Liberals should not use an appeal to autonomy to excuse and justify inequality.

A Policy Proposal

How might such state action be formulated? I propose that two conditions are individually necessary and jointly sufficient for state interference in practices that harm the choosing individual. The first condition is that the practice in question is significantly harmful. In order to have a possible case for state interference, we need to be sure that the harm involved is sufficiently severe to merit state action. The premise here – which most liberals would, I think, accept – is that some degree of state paternalism is justified: that the state should at least regulate very harmful or dangerous activities such as drug-taking or driving. Drawing the line between harm which is and is not sufficient for state action to be considered will not be easy, but states do in fact make such distinctions, and it seems that the harms involved in breast implants are enough at least to make us consider intervention. Having identified a practice which is a candidate for intervention, then, we ask whether there are any good reasons for individuals to follow the practice, reasons which outweigh the costs involved. Some practices have costs which individuals may choose to accept in return for a benefit. Thus driving a car carries with it the risk of serious injury or death, but also carries the benefits of mobility, autonomy and pleasure. As such, it should be left to individuals to calculate for themselves which they value more highly.

Conversely, the state should intervene to prevent the harmful practice if its benefits depend on the acceptance of a social norm – particularly one that is unequal or unjust. Even (indeed, especially) if it is true that breast implants will enhance Franklin’s career prospects and her sense of self-worth, or that FGM will enhance a woman’s marriage prospects, the only reason for this connection is the concept of female success or desirability endorsed by the relevant society. As this norm of female success is also endorsed by men, who do not fall within the scope of the norm and so do not undergo harmful practices in order to comply with it, the injustice is magnified. Nobody should have to harm themselves so as to receive
benefits which are only contingently related to that harm, and where the contingency is a social one. This is for the simple reason that harm, by definition, is a bad to be avoided where possible; and where it is only a social norm which requires the harm, it is clearly within the scope of social action to limit that harm. Moreover, without a state ban ensuring universal non-compliance, any individual will face pressures to comply with the norm in order to receive the social benefit.

An example can illustrate this point. Smoking is physically harmful. It also has benefits which may lead people to choose to smoke. Some of those benefits are social: the wish to look cool, for example, or Rachel’s desire to gain favour with her manager. As a result, the state should try to adjust social norms in this respect by banning or regulating cigarette advertising, or through anti-smoking campaigns. Perhaps, in Rachel’s case, the company ought to instigate alternative rituals for informal discussion and networking, such as the common-room tea drinking favoured by David’s Oxford college. Some benefits of smoking, however, are not social: they result from the chemical effects of nicotine in the body, and the pleasurable physical sensation of inhaling smoke. As such, some people might autonomously choose to smoke (leaving addiction aside) even if there were no social advantages to doing so. The benefits of smoking, then, are not contingent on a particular social norm, much less an unequal one, and thus do not rest on an injustice, and so it may be proper in such cases to leave individuals to choose whether the harms are worth the benefits to them.

Breast implants, on the other hand, are beneficial only inasmuch as they increase the career options, self-esteem or sexual status of the woman who has them. As these benefits are norm-dependent, society has a much greater duty of care over individuals who might be persuaded by such norms. As an inequality is involved, the position becomes even clearer: the benefit is socially contingent and, moreover, only women are socially encouraged to undergo this harmful practice in order to receive the benefit. Specifically, nobody (in this case, women) should have to harm themselves (by undergoing breast surgery or FGM) in order to receive benefits (such as a successful career, a sense of self-worth or the ability to be married) which, for other members of society (in this case, men) do not carry similarly harmful requirements. Where the harm is so significant that state intervention would not be grossly disproportionate, the state should prohibit such practices.

Although this argument refers to harm, it is not the same as the Millian harm principle. The state should prohibit self-regarding practices (those
where no harm is done to others in the Millian sense) if, first, those practices are (significantly) harmful to the individual who engages in them and, second, if the only benefits of the practice for the individual concerned are the result of acceptance of an (unjust) social norm. Harm to others, then, is not the final justification for state action. Rather, harm to the actor in question is the premise without which the case for state action cannot be made. If there is insufficient harm, then the state cannot get involved through the mechanism of prohibition, even where the action concerned forms part of an unjust social norm. Applying makeup is a good example: although it results from and perpetuates gendered appearance norms which may be unjust, it does not cause sufficient harm to the women concerned to justify a ban. The reason for state restraint in such cases is that the liberal state must maintain proportionality between the harm which its actions prevent, and the harm which is caused by the fact of prohibition. In some cases, such as makeup, a state ban would not be proportionate (using non-airbrushed photographs of makeup-free women in state media campaigns or leaflets might). In other cases, such as breast implants and FGM, the harm involved is sufficient to justify a ban.

The Limitations of Political Liberal Prioritisation of Second-order Autonomy

Overall, then, once a commitment to the universal value of even second-order autonomy is combined with an understanding of social construction – the social formation of preferences and the existence of harmful or unequal social norms – political liberalism as defined by Nussbaum is unsustainable. Nussbaum’s work is a considerable improvement on accounts of political liberalism which fail to recognise the social formation of preferences, and which fail to criticise social norms. As a result, she and other political liberals should not attempt to maintain consistency by refusing to advocate emancipatory and egalitarian state action. On the other hand, Nussbaum should not be condemned to dodging the consequences of her work on preference-formation and feminism by making exceptions for practices such as FGM – exceptions which cannot be conceptually justified from within the political liberal paradigm. Instead, work such as Nussbaum’s illustrates the limitations of political liberalism as she defines it, and should lead her to abandon it.

In place of politically liberal state restraint, liberals need to recognise that oppression can constitute rather than simply contravene individuals’ desires, and that social norms can make it rational for individuals to want
things which profoundly threaten their wellbeing and equality. As a result, the liberal state needs to take a stance against some instances of desire-formation, going against unequal social norms to secure justice. A liberal state should prohibit those practices which cause significant harm to those who choose them, if they are chosen only in response to unjust, unequal norms. Such a state will not be a politically liberal state, but it will be one which best combines individual autonomy with a commitment to liberal equality.
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NOTES
1. Nussbaum argues that comprehensive liberalism is ironic in its treatment of autonomy, but the irony disappears – or, at least, is shared by political liberalism – if we clarify which kind of autonomy the two are concerned with. With clarification, Nussbaum states: ‘Political liberalism also does better along the dimension of respect for citizens; for – ironically, since [second-order] autonomy is what it is all about – comprehensive liberalism does not show very much respect for the [second-order autonomous] choices citizens may make to live [first-order] nonautonomously, as members of hierarchical religions or corporate bodies’ (1999b: 110). By omitting the qualifying label before the first instance of ‘autonomy’ – the kind that liberalism ‘is all about’ – Nussbaum implies that there is one overarching type of autonomy, so that anyone who rejects that kind of autonomy ‘ironically’ rejects autonomy per se. However, comprehensive liberals could play the same trick, and state that it is ironic that, since [first-order] autonomy is what it is all about, Nussbaum and political liberals do not show very much respect for people’s ability to live [first-order] autonomous lives, as they allow that crucial capability to be alienated through a simple [second-order autonomous] choice.
2. Nussbaum sometimes implies that it may be compatible with justice for an individual to live a first-order nonautonomous life which has not been second-order autonomously chosen. As long as the society provides the opportunity for second-order autonomy, it may not matter if the individual does not (cannot?) take advantage of those conditions, because their culture or religion encourages them not to. Thus she states: ‘a nonautonomous life should not be thrust upon someone by the luck of birth. Nonetheless, [political liberalism] respects such lives, given a background of liberty and opportunity, as lives that reasonable fellow citizens may pursue’ (1999b: 110). It is unclear whether ‘such lives’ which should be respected refers to the second-order nonautonomous lives ‘thrust upon someone by luck of birth’ or the first-order ‘nonautonomous life’. Presum-
ably it is the first-order nonautonomy which must be respected, or Nussbaum’s rejection of a life thrust upon someone would make no sense; however, her insistence on a ‘background’ of liberty and opportunity rather than the exercise or use of liberty and opportunity undermines this interpretation, and raises the question of what it is for a way of life to be ‘reasonable’ if it has not been chosen second-order autonomously.

3. It is interesting to note that the absence of second-order autonomy can be more or less pernicious. Second-order autonomy may be coercively denied, as in the case of Afghanistan under the Taliban or, to a lesser extent, the woman who is prevented from becoming a nun (lesser because, as one way of life is proscribed rather than prescribed, the opportunity to choose autonomously from a variety of options remains). Or second-order autonomy may be absent because it has never been cultivated, as in the case of a woman in a Western society who simply follows trends and norms without thinking about them or questioning them. It would seem that Nussbaum does not wish to eliminate all forms of second-order autonomy, forcing the Western fashion-victim actively to rethink her way of life, but merely to eliminate the forced instances of second-order non-autonomy.

4. A trivial point in the name of precision: such a respondent would be denying the possibility of box 3 cases only where the first-order choice is related to the second-order choice. One could still have second-order autonomy but lack first-order autonomy in an entirely unrelated matter. For example, Maria might have full autonomy as regards convent life but lack first-order autonomy with regard to her habit of biting her nails. In the discussion I am ignoring these kinds of cases and assuming that the two sorts of autonomy are related, since it is only related cases that are interesting from the point of view of political liberalism.

5. Note that it remains possible for one to have first-order autonomy and regret, at one level, one’s lack of negative freedom. For example, it might be convenient for me to be able to use my mobile phone while I am in the British Library, for then I could take important calls without having to interrupt my work by leaving the reading room. In this sense I regret the lack of negative freedom imposed on me by the library’s rule forbidding mobile phones. However, I should be very annoyed if others made phone calls in the library as I agree that libraries ought to be a place of quiet. Moreover, I see that it would be unfair if only I were allowed to use my phone. So, although it would be far more convenient for me to disobey the rule, I obey willingly in the sense that I endorse the rule. The rule reduces my liberty but not my first-order autonomy.

6. This example is named after David Miller, who very helpfully suggested it to me.

7. This example is based on an episode of the American sitcom Friends, in which the character of Rachel faces this dilemma.

8. One complexity of the case, however, is whether Chun might be said to have second-order autonomy if, on reaching adulthood, she decides that she does want to be married. It is clear that this decision would not mean that footbinding served her first-order autonomy for, even if she does not regret the necessity of footbinding, she did not in fact choose to submit to the practice at the time. However, some theorists would argue that footbinding would serve her second-order autonomy if she subsequently adopts the goal of marriage. This is the basis of George Sher’s perfectionist refutation of the argument that ‘when governments try to induce citizens to choose valuable activities, the resulting choices never are autonomous’. On the contrary, Sher argues: ‘Precisely by living the life he was nonrationally caused to prefer, C may become increasingly aware of the value-based reasons for living that way. He may come to appreciate W’s (potential) value ‘from the inside’ (Sher 1997: 61, 63; emphasis original).

9. Western bias is often found in condemnations of human rights. For example, the UN has produced a Fact Sheet condemning ‘harmful traditional practices’ performed on women, but discusses only non-Western practices (Winter et al. 2002). Germaine Greer argues that Western condemnations of FGM are highly hypocritical in the light of West-
ern practices such as episiotomy, where a woman’s vagina is routinely cut in preparation for childbirth, and the fact that ‘the American Academy of Pediatrics recommends that clitorises of more than three-eighths of a inch in length should be removed from baby girls before they are fifteen months old’ (Greer 1999: 94).

10. At least, this information ought to be available to women in Western countries. The women in Kathy Davis’s study of cosmetic surgery were rarely given adequate or accurate information (Davis 1995: 130–31).

11. Women do in fact choose to have hysterectomies for this purpose: ‘Oregon researcher, Ov Slayden, said: “A lot of people don’t appreciate the impact of menstrual bleeding. It’s not just a lifestyle issue: it’s pain and discomfort, it’s a serious health issue. It is one leading reason for women to have elective hysterectomy”’ (Meek 2001).

12. See, for example, Nussbaum’s position on the Catholic church’s refusal to ordain women priests (1999b: 114).

13. Nussbaum’s position is not unusual. In the UK, for example, FGM is prohibited under the Prohibition of Female Circumcision Act 1985 regardless of the age, beliefs or wishes of the woman concerned (Sleator 2003: 21–2). The modified Bill, introduced by Ann Clywd as Bill 21 of 2002–3, does not seek to change this aspect of the legislation. Similarly, Nicholas Lund-Molfese argues that, if any procedure is ‘properly described as an act of mutilation, then a doctor would be acting unethically to perform the procedure even where the request for the procedure comes from an adult patient’ (Lund-Molfese 2003: 64).

14. Plastic surgeon Andrew Skanderowicz argues that breast implants are not truly reversible: ‘In my experience, breast implant removal is rare … if you’ve had your implants for a long time, you may find your breasts end up smaller and droopier then they were originally. This is because the implants will have stretched your skin and it’s normal for breast tissue to shrink as you get older’ (Skanderowicz 2001: 42). Similarly, the British Department of Health advises that ‘breast implants do not come with a lifetime guarantee. They are likely to need replacing with consequent further surgery and expense. A young woman who has implants may expect to have further operations in her lifetime to maintain the beneficial effects of the implants’ (Department of Health 2000). Finally ‘Caroline’, a victim of failed implants, tells Davis: ‘“You can’t just stop in the middle of things and say: ‘I’m not going to do this any more.’ … You can’t go back. You can’t just say that after an implant has been taken out, ‘I’m not going to do this.’ Of course, you think about it, but it’s impossible because then there you’d be with one big breast and one small one. That would be a real life sentence. So you just have to keep going”’ (Davis 1995: 147). Breast implants, then, are neither truly reversible nor a permanent, trouble-free ‘improvement’.

15. Franklin’s case is by no means unique. Kathy Davis describes several similar women whom she has interviewed about their cosmetic surgery, including ‘Susan’, who had breast implants after feeling unusually flat-chested, learning that her mother and various other relatives have had implants, and being encouraged by her mother (Davis 1995: 124).

16. For a similar argument concerning male circumcision, see Waldeck 2003: 57.

17. For example, Van Lenning argues that it is possible and desirable to distinguish bodily practices according to the extent of damage done by them. Thus she argues that dieting and anorexia can be distinguished for the purposes of normative critique since anorexia and not dieting ‘can lead to irreparable damage and death’, and distinguishes high heels from cosmetic surgery on the grounds that the former and not the latter cause reversible harm (Van Lenning 2002: 550).

18. The United Nations goes further, stating in a Fact Sheet that ‘the harmful traditional practices focused on in this Fact Sheet have been performed for male benefit’ (United Nations n.d.-4). The Fact Sheet does refer to FGM but not to cosmetic surgery. Its omission of Western beauty practices is criticised in Winter et al. (2002).
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